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What would happen if you could beat your competitor every time? 

Imagine a world where you would beat your competitor with the launch of new products 
and services every time. A world where your customers are happy with the service you 
provide and receive clear and correct invoices. 

Is that not every Telco operator’s dream? 

What would it mean for your company if you could sell, manage and invoice any type of 
product and service Marketing would like to launch? And do this with a very fast Time To 
Market. 

Who would not like to be able to launch new offers in less than 5 
minutes. Have a clear overview of all their customer and subscription 
data in a single dashboard and be able to sell invoices on every day of 
the month. 

In this white paper we cover the most common obstacles Telco’s face 
that prevent them from getting ahead of their competition. And we 
talk about how they could change that. 

We look at these obstacles from a perspective of the key operational 
areas within a Telco. 

1. Marketing & Sales 
2. Customer Management 
3. Billing & payments 
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Marketing & Sales 

Marketing is always trying to identify new sales opportunities to attract more customers, let 
customers stay longer with the Telco and to increase the average spend per customer. 

To achieve these three goals, it is essential to have the ability to sell the services and 
products their customers are looking for and to be able to quickly react to new market 
opportunities and threats. 

Many operators however struggle to launch new services and 
products that are not directly telco related. Their systems are not 
designed to support products not identified with a mobile phone 
number. This restricts them in selling additional services to their 
customers. 

When it comes to packaging existing products in new commercial 
offers by changing prices and adding additional discounts, even 
this easily takes more than a week. Increasing the Time To Market 
for the marketing department. This significantly impacts the ability 
to compete in the market. 

To beat your competitor this must be done better. 

Telcos require platforms that support any type of product and service. A platform that 
makes sure that new products can be implemented within a week and new offers can be 
launched to market in a matter of minutes. 

This includes everything that has to be done in the product catalogue, the point of sale and 
the order management to ensure that you cannot only launch but also activate any service. 
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Customer Management 

Within Customer Management it is key to be able to handle any customer interaction as 
efficiently as possible. Any call to the call centre generates a cost for the operator. The 
longer the call the higher the cost. 

One of the main issue’s operators face in this area is usually to simply get all the information 
around a customer available. 

Getting a complete overview of what products and services a customer has, their customer 
information, any open invoices and perhaps any outstanding trouble tickets is not always an 
easy task for customer care agents. 

Often, they have to work in multiple 
applications to get this complete overview. 

Because of these limitations, having data in 
multiple applications, it is even harder to 
provide the customer with a clear overview of 
this data in a self-service website or mobile 
application. 

Restricting customers in how they can 
manage their own details and subscriptions in 
the way they want leads to more calls to the 
call centre. 

Frustrated agents, not being able to easily get 
the information they require to answer the 
customers questions leads to longer calls and 
to repeat calls for customers that did not 
receive the correct answer the first time. 

Telco’s need a platform that is centred 
around a clear Customer 360 view which 
provides a comprehensive view of all relevant 
customer and subscription data in a single 
dashboard. 

A dashboard that can be used by agents but is 
also available on the self-service page for 
customers. 

Enabling both the customer and the agents to view the data and make changes where and 
when desired efficiently. 
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Billing & Payments 

Billing and payments is the area where all revenue of an operator is handled. From that 
perspective it is therefore perhaps one of the most important departments in any telco. 

However, if we look at it from an investment perspective this department typically comes 
last when it comes to upgrading platforms and enhancing processes.  

Have you ever wondered why you could not just send an invoice on any day of the month? 
Many Telcos have a limited number of bill runs they perform per month. This due to system 
limitations and to reduce the operational overhead that is currently required to run a single 
bill run. 

When a customer receives a payment reminder they have to go to 
the website, log in to their account, see what the open amount is 
and then initiate a payment to settle the invoice. Since this 
requires the customer to take a number of steps and having to 
remember their login credentials to be able to see the open 
invoice amount before they can initiate the payment customers 
are often distracted by something else before they actually made 
the payment. Leading to invoices left unpaid for longer and more 
reminders required to be sent to customers. 

Telco’s require a platform that allows them to send an invoice to their customers on every 
day of the month. A platform that does not require a complete night and any manual work 
to get invoices generated. That allows them to create an invoice for customers on the day 
they join, removing the need for pro rato charges and reducing the risk of bad debt for new 
customers at the same time. 

Their platform should also be able to send customers reminders for open amounts including 
payment links that allow the customers to easily pay these open amounts. 
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Do you want to get ahead of your competition? 

 

If you are looking for ways to get ahead of your competition, let us know and we are happy 
to help! 

In a few sessions we: 

1) Discuss the things holding you back most 

2) Tell you how we have solved that for some of our customers 

3) Provide you with a recommendation on how to improve 

 

No commitments required! 

Looking forward to helping you and your company getting ahead of your competition. 

 

 

Let’s get started 
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